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LANGUTA JOEL CHAUKE

What are you studying?

LLB in Law

Where are you studying?

University of Johannesburg

How do you want the Efeng Bacha Initiative
to assist your entrepreneurship journey?

I want the initiative to guide me on how to run a
registered foundation/ non-profit organisation/ nonprofit company and how to get sponsors for it.

How do you #ServeLikeMadiba?

I am currently running a foundation called “Singie Johns
Foundation”, which has the mission to create and use new ways to
restore and improve the quality of life in our society by restoring
human dignity. The foundation is divided into five departments
namely, educational, humanitarian aid, motivational, mentorship and
entrepreneurship, and sports and art. So far, as a team we manged to
donate more than 150 sanitary pads to our young girls, and we have
finalised that next month (November) we are going to donate food
and clothes to the unfortunate families that we have spotted in our
communities. In December, but still to be confirmed, we are
planning to start hosting sport events/tournaments for our youth
because we believe that sport can give new life to children/youth,
because we are trying to take our children/youth out of the streets,
out of substance abuses, out of violence and give them hope. And in
addition, Next year we will be donating school uniforms and
necessary stationaries to our learners and also be offering tutorials
and career guidance. We are implementing ways to counteract
teenage pregnancy, GBV, substance abuse and unemployment.

As a #legacyleader, what is your advice to the
children and youth of our nation?

Always be yourself, and try to have a role model, but having a role model
does not mean impersonating such a person. Another thing is that
always follow what you are passionate about, not what you “think” you
are supposed to be. Thirdly, always humble yourself even on front of your
enemies and learn to listen to understand not for the sake of answering
and please take a note that in order to understand a person, you have to
put yourself on the same foot as that person. Fourthly, learn to take
advices, because one who loves you warns you. Lastly, take a note that as
humans we start our journey as fools and become wise through
experience and that the hands that make mistakes belongs to those
who work and always carry your own water.

What is the legacy you hope to leave one day?

Singie Johns Foundation is my legacy and I hope to leave it in
a continuous and effective operation, keeping on helping in
alleviating societal hardships and restoring human dignity.

What is your favourite Nelson Mandela quote?

“Real leaders must be ready to sacrifice all for the freedom of their
people”.

